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Note 
The Optimal Route Problem and the Method 
of Approximation in Policy Space 
1. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 
The standard optimal route problem is as follows: we are given a set of N 
points, and a cost (or time or distance) matrix, [+I, where cii is the cost of 
getting from point i to j in one move, with ci3 > 0; find the optimal route 
from any point i to the fixed point N, where a route is optimal if the total 
cost is minimal. 
The dynamic programming functional equation is: 
f(i) = yin [cij +f(iL f(N) = 0, (1) 
wheref(i) is the optimal cost of getting from i to N. 
The method of approximation in policy space, for solving (l), is as follows: 
(i) Choose a policy, jO(i), which has no loops. 
(ii) Solve the following equations for f”(i): 
f”(i) = ci , i,(i) + f”(jO(i)), i = 1, 2 ,..., N, and f(N) = 0. 
(iii) For each i findIT which minimizes 
%‘(i) + f(iYi)) 
if citti) + f(jl(i)) achieves a minimal value atjO( then set]=(i) = jO(i). 
(iv) Go back to step (ii) and repeat the process until it converges, 
as it will, to the function f(i), which is the unique solution of equation (1). 
The stated advantage of this method is that if a good approximationjO 
is initially chosen then the method can be very efficient. In this paper we show 
that the functions must converge within N - 1 moves. In order to do this 
we make use of the method of successive approximations to solve equation (l), 
viz: 
f#> = %N 
fmW = yin [cij +fm-di)l 
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wheref,(i) has the physical definition of being the minimal cost from i to N 
using at most m distinct moves. 
2. DEFINITIONS 
Let Sz, be the set of points from which the optimal paths include at most m 
distinct moves (m + 1 points). 
Let W,.m be the set of points which involve at most r moves under policy 
j”(i) obtained using the policy space algorithm. 
3. Proof of Proposition. Our main result is established if we can prove 
L&l c w,“;; . 
Let i E Qr . Then 
ci~ -1-f’(N) = GN = f(i) d cij + f”( j) 
Hence the first iteration gives jr(i) = N. 
Hence i E W,l. 
for all j. 
Also f l(i) = ciN + fl(N) = ciN = fi(i) for all i E Q, . 
Assume that Qn,-, _C Wz:i , and 
f”-‘(i) = f&i), for i E sZ,-, . 
We first of all note that Q, C Q, C Qa ... C !ZN-r . 
LetiER,. 
Then f (i) = fm(i). 
Letj,(i),jm(i) be the policies corresponding to fm(i) and f”(i) respectively. 
Then 
cij”(i) + f “-‘(L(i)) = cij""(i) + fin-I( j,,(i)) 
=f(i) (2) 
< cij + f “-l(j), for all j. 
Hence jm(i) is an optimal choice in the improvement routine to find jm(i). 
Let j”(i) = jm(i) = irn,l E Q,,-, , and let j&i,,,) = irnvz E sZ,-, C .Q+1 . 
Then 
%n 1 m 2 , i , +f+VAz) = ci,,li,,2 +fin-l(inl,z) 
= f&J 
G %&,.i +f”-‘(j) for all j. 
Hence j&‘irnl) = i,, is an optimal choice in the improvement routine 
to find j”(iwl,J. 
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In general letj,,+s(ims) = i,,,,, E sZm-s-1 C sZ,-, . Then: 
ci,,,i,,,+l + fm-l(cn,s+l> = cdm,sim,s+l + fm-1L,s+1) 
= f(i,,,) 
,< Ci,,,? +f”-“(i) for all j. 
Hence idim,J = im,s+l is an optimal move in the iteration to find 
iVmJ- 
Thus, for each i, there is one decision jllE(i), at least, obtained in the iteration 
to find jm(i), which agrees with j,(i), and this therefore involves m moves. 
Hence i E Wmm and hence Q, C Wmm. 
Implicit in the above process is the fact that f”(i) = &(i) because of the 
identity of each withf(i). Th us , f rom equation (2), we find that cii + f”-‘(j) 
must equalf(i) for all j which can be brought into jm(i) at this stage. 
But for any derived policy, jm(i), we get 
f”(i) = cij + f”(j). 
Since we know f”(j) < f”-I( j), we have 
f”(i) < Cij + fmel( j) = f(i). 
But we also know that f”(i) 3 f(i). 
Hence f”(i) = f(i) = fnz(i). 
Since the results are true for m = I, they are true for all m. Hence, in 
particular 
.Q _ c_ WNI1 . Nl N 1, 
f(i) = fNPl(i) = fN-l(i), i E QNP1 . 
But Q,-, = (1,2,..., N}, and hence W$:i = (1,2 ,..., N}, and the policy 
space algorithm must converge in N - 1 iterations. 
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